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Armylist for both tournaments:
No more than 1650 points can be spent on an army.
No WARRIORS can be taken.
For Late War on Saturday 16th april 2016 following books can be used:
Overlord, Atlantik Wall, Road to Rome, Fortress Italy, Market Garden, Bridge by
Bridge, Red Bear (revised), Grey Wolf, Devil’s Charge, Blood Guts and Glory,
NUTS, Bridge at Remagen, Desperate Measures, Berlin and the approved pdf’s on
the website of battlefront.
For Early War on Sunday 17th april 2016 following books can be used:
Blitzkrieg, Hellfire and Back, Burning Empires, Barbarossa, Rising Sun and the
approved pdf’s on the website of Battlefront.
For registration a mail to 15thconflict.Fow@conectr-team.be. We have place for
10 Axis players and 10 Allied players. With option to expand if all 20 places are
full. We aim at not setting AXIS against AXIS or ALLIES against ALLIES. So
when you want to play either side don’t hesitate to mention this on registration.
Thanks already.
A list with participants can be found on our website on following link
http://conectr-team.weebly.com/15th-conflict-1617-april-2016.html

Your armylist should be mailed to 15thconflict.Fow@conectr-team.be before 5th
april 2016. Armylist are best sent as a .pdf file other fileformats can maybe not
be opened. All info should be clear on your armylist like on following listbuilders:
http://www.easyarmy.com/
http://fowlists.blogspot.be/

Location:
Parochiezaal St Cornelius
Rillaarsebaan 134
B3200 Gelrode

Admission Fee:
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Participating in the event will cost €15 per person if you pay in advance. This fee
provides you a place in the tournament and lunch to fill your stomach. You will
receive a voucher upon arrival and registration on the tournament day. With this
voucher you'll be able to choose between soup with a sandwich or Belgian fries
with sauce and a curryworst.
Please send your entry fee, with the mention of your name and 15th Conflict
FOW EW and/or LW, to the following bank account:

IBAN: BE86 7512 0083 9550
BIC: AXAB BE 22
AXA Bank Europe
Beneficiary: Conect’r Team Aarschot VZW, Molendreef 50, Rillaar.
This fee will serve as a pre-inscription. You can also pay the day of the event
itself, the admission fee at the door will be €17 including the meal.
th

On Friday the 15 of April at noon our secretary will make a final list of payments
made, so make sure your payment has come through before this date. If there
should be a discussion about whether the payment has been done and this
cannot be proven a player will have to pay the €17 entree fee. If afterwards it is
proven that a payment was correctly made, the €17 will be refunded shortly on
your bank account.

Time schedule:
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Register
First battle
Lunch Break
War battle
Third battle
Calculate points and awards ceremony.

Scoring Points:

How to score TOURNAMENT POINTS
1) With 3 battles (WIN = 3 POINTS, DRAW = 1 POINT , LOSS = 0 POINTS)
2) With a fully painted army (minimum 3 colors) = 1 POINT
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3) Armylist on time and without fault = 1 POINT

VICTORY POINTS are according the Flames of War rulebook page 275.
WINNER is in order of importance:
MOST TOURNAMENT POINTS
MOST VICTORY POINTS
MOST PAINTING POINTS

It will be SWISS pairing.

PRIZES:
Best General Overall
Best General other faction
Best Painted
Wooden Spoon
And depending on attendance more prizes.

The scenario’s:
1) BLIND DOMINATION missie
2) Adapted DUST OFF mission
3) Dominate the Battle line by I-95 gamers
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Before battling it out change and discuss armylists.
Discuss prior to the battle the terrain and the effect on the troops.
After the battle report back the result to the organizers otherwise no result is
considered a draw.

Then the only thing is to wish you players lots of FUN and
spectacular battles.
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Full pdf with DOMINATION MISSIONS from I95 gamers can be
found on following link
http://forum.wwpd.net/resources/Complete%20Domination%2
0Missions..pdf
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This scenario also uses the meeting engagement rule (rulebook
page 264).
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